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Let S= (P, B, I) be a generalized quadrangle of order (s, t). For X, y E P, X+ y. 
let X(x, y) be the group of all collineations of S fixing x and y linewise. If 
ZE (4 YJL> then the set of all points incident with the line xz (resp. y;) is denoted 
by z(resp. 3. The generalized quadrangle S = (P, B, I) is said to be (x, y)-trans- 
itive, x+ y, if X(x, y) is transitive on each set Z- {x, z} and jZ’-- { y, z}, z E 
{x, y}‘. If S= (P, B, I) is a generalized quadrangle of order (s, t), s z 1 and t z 1, 
which is (x, y)-transitive for all X, ye P with x+ y, then it is proved that we have 
one of the following: (i) Sg W(s), (ii) SgQ(4, s), (iii) SE H(4, s), (iv) SgQ(5, s), 
(v) s = I2 and all points are regular. c 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 
A (finite) generalized quadrangle (GQ) is an incidence structure 
S = (P, B, I) in which P and B are disjoint (nonempty) sets of objects 
called points and lines, respectively, and for which Z is a symmetric point- 
line incidence relation satisfying the following: 
(i) each point is incident with 1 + t lines (t 2 1) and two distinct 
points are incident with at most one line; 
(ii) each line is incident with 1 + s points (s b 1) and two distinct 
lines are incident with at most one point; 
(iii) if x is a point and L is a line not incident with x, then there is a 
unique pair (y, M) E P x B for which xZMlyZL. 
It is easy to prove that IPI=v=(s+l)(st+l) and lBl=h=(t+l) 
(st + 1) [ 141. The integers s and t are the parameters of the GQ and S is 
said to have order (s, t); if s = t S is said to have order s. There is a point- 
line duality for GQ which interchanges “point” and “line,” interchanges s 
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and t, in any definition or theorem. Normally, we assume without further 
notice that the dual of a given theorem or definition is also given. 
A grid is an incidence structure S= (P, B, I) with P = (sr, j/ i = 
0 )...) s, A j=o )...) s2 }, s, > 0 and .s2 > 0, B = {L,,,..., L,,, MC),..., MS2 f, s,,iL, 
iff i= k, and x,-ZA4, iff j= k. A grid with parameters s,, .s2 is a GQ iff 
s, = sz. Evidently the grids with .Y, = .Y? are the GQ for which t = 1. 
1.2 
Let S= (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s, t). Given two points x, J of S, we 
write x - y and say that x and y are collinear, provided there is some line L 
for which xZLZy. And x+ y means that x and y are not collinear. Dually, 
for L, ME B, we write L-M or L+ M according as L and M are con- 
current or nonconcurrent, respectively. If x-j’ (resp. L-M) we also say 
that x (resp. L) is orthogonal or perpendicular to y (resp. M). Let .tZLZy, 
x # y; then L is also denoted by xy and the set of all points incident with L 
is denoted by x7. If L-M, L # M, then the point x, with LZxZM. is also 
denoted by LA M. 
For xgPput x’=(y~PlIy-x), and note that .YE.?. The trace ofa 
pair of distinct points (x, y) is defined to be the set x’ n y’ and is denoted 
tr(x,~)or{x,y}~L.Wehave/{x,~~)‘j=s+1if.u-~~and/jx,y)‘/=t+l 
if x + y. More generally, if A c P, A “perpendicular” is defined by A ’ = 
n(xl /I XE A). For x # y, the span of the pair (x. y) is sp(x, y) = 
{X, y}li = {a PIlUEZL V,-ES’ n 1.~’ ). If x+y, then ix, j’) ” is also 
called the hyperbolic line defined by x and J. Clearly / ix, ~3) ’ ’ 1 = s + I if 
x-y and 1(.x, ~1” 1 < t + I if x+ ~1. Further, the closure of the pair (x, ~31, 
xfy, is cl(x,y)={'EPiI~'ni.~,y1~~#0). 
A triad (of points) is a triple of pairwise noncollinear points. Given a 
triad T= (x, y, z) a center of T is just a point of TL. 
1.3 
If S= (P, B, I) is a GQ of order (s, t), then s + t lst(s + l)(t + 1) [ 141. 
Further, ifs # 1 and t # 1, then t 6 s2 and .c < t2 [ 141. Recently, U. Ott has 
shown that for any GQ of order s with s z 2 (mod 4) the integer 2s is a 
square [4]. 
2. REGULARITY, ANTIREGULARITY, SEMIREGULARITY, AND PROPERTY (H) 
2.1 
Ifx-y,x#y,orifx~~andI’,x,y}‘~/=t+l,wesaythepair(x,y)is 
regular. The point x is regular provided (x, y) is regular for all y E P, y # x. 
A point x is coregular provided each line incident with x is regular. The 
pair (x, y), x+ y, is antiregular provided Iz’ A {x, yj ‘1 d 2 for all z E 
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P- {x, y}. A point x is antiregular provided (x, y) is antiregular for all 
REP with x+y. 
If 1 <s < t, then (x, y) is neither regular nor antiregular [ 141. If (x, y) is 
antiregular with s = t, then s is odd [ 141. 
2.2 
A point u is called semiregular provided that z E cl(x, y) whenever u is 
the unique center of the triad (x, y, z). And a point u has property (H) 
provided z E cl(x, y) iff x E cl( y, z), whenever (x,y, z) is a triad consisting of 
points in u’. It follows easily that any semiregular point has property (H). 
3. GENERALIZED HOMOLOGIES 
3.1 
Let S= (P, E, I) be a GQ of order (s, t). The collineation (or 
automorphism) 0 of S is called a generalized homology if there exist non- 
collinear points x, y E P which are fixed linewise by 8. Then we say that 0 is 
a generalized homology with centers x, y, and 0 is also denoted by e(x, y). 
Note that x, y are not uniquely defined by 0. Clearly x, y and all points of 
(x, Y}’ are fixed by 8(x, y). The group of all generalized homologies 
0(x, y), for fixed x, y with x+ y, is denoted by X(X. y). 
3.2 
By [S] the substructure SO = (P,, B,, Ze) of the fixed elements of a 
generalized homology 8 = 0(x, y), 0 # 1, of the GQ S = (P, B, I) must be 
given by at least one of the following: 
(i) St, is a grid (and then t = 1); 
(ii) P,= (x, y}‘u T with {x, y} c Tc {x, yj”” and B, consists of 
the (t + 1 )I TI lines joining the points of {x, y} ’ to the points of T; 
(iii) SB is a proper subquadrangle of order (s’, t), s’ .a 2 and t 2 2; 
here s 2 s’t [ 141. 
If O= 1 or if we have case (ii) with T= {x. y}, then 0 is called an 
homology. If 0 = 1 or if we have case (ii) with (TI > 2, then 8 is called a 
quasihomology. In case (iii) or if 8 = 1 we refer to 0 as a pseudohomology. 
3.3 
For x+ y the GQ S is said to be (x, y) - transitive if for each 2 E {x, y ) ’ 
the group X(x, y) is transitive on E- {x, z} and .F- {.v, L’). 
LEMMA. If x+ y and if X(x, y) is transitive on ,?- (x, 7 ] ,for at least 
one point 2 E {x, y j ‘, then S is (x, y)-transitive. 
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Prooj: The case t = 1 is trivial, since then S is (x, y)-transitive for all 
x+ y. Let t # 1 and let .8(x, ,y ), .Y+ y, be transitive on E- {x, z i, z E 
{x, y}‘. Let UE (x, y)‘- (z). and let u’,, MX~E.~;~;- (y, u). The points 
incident with xz which are collinear with it’, , u‘~ are denoted by v,, 02. 
respectively. In X(x, y) there is an element 0 for which r:‘= u2. Clearly 
)+P= w Hence X(X, y) is transitive on .i;;;- ( y, u), for all u E 
{i, y } “- {z}. Interchanging roles of z and u and of x and y, and using 
t > 1, we see that X(x, y) is transitive on .GG - {x, w} for all M: E {x, y ) L. 
Now it is clear that X(x, y) is also transitive on y% - ( y, w 1 for all M’ E 
{x, y}“. Hence S is (x, y)-transitive. 1 
4. (x, y)-TRANSITIVITY, SEMIREGULARITY, AND PROPERTY (H) 
4.1. THEOREM 1. Let S= (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s,t), s> I and t> 1, 
and let x E P and L E B he given. Then 
(i) ifs is (x, y)-transitive,fi)r all y+x, then the point x is semiregular; 
(ii) if S is (z, y)-transitive fbr all z und y with y+z and zIL, then L 
has property (A), with (fi) being the dual of(H). 
ProoJ (i) Let S be (x, y)-transitive for all y+x. Suppose that x is the 
unique center of the triad (u,, u2, u3). Let YE {u,, u,}’ - {x) and y- 
ulxu,. Then u#u,. Assume u${u1,u2jii. Then there is a point y’~ 
bb U*Y - (x, y} for which the point U’ defined by y’-u’lxu, is distinct 
from u (and Q). In X(x, Y) there is an element 0 for which u’” = z+. Hence 
(ul, u2, u’)@= (u,, z+, u3) has at least two centers x”=x and y”‘, a con- 
tradiction. Consequently, u E (u, , U? ) i A and so uj E cl(u, , uz). It follows 
that x is semiregular. 
(ii) Let S be (2, y)-transitive for all z, y with y+z and zIL. Suppose 
that (M,, M,, M3) is a triple of pairwise nonconcurrent lines with M, E LI, 
i= 1, 2, 3, and assume that M, E cl(M,, M2). We must show that M, E 
cl(M,, M3). Let U be defined by M, - U and UE {M,, Mz} “. Then 
L, U, M, are concurrent at a common point 2. Let L’ fz {M, , M,} ’ - {L 1 
and suppose that there exists a line NE {M,, M3) IL - {M,, M3}. If 
M, ZyZL’, then %(z, y) contains an element 0 for which (Nn L)” = L n M,. 
We have (LnM,)ZN@ and NOE((M,,M,)~‘)‘= {M,,M3Ji’. Hence 
M, ~cl(M,, M2). Finally, we show that the line N always exists, i.e., we 
show that l{M,, M,}“‘I >2. 
If s= 2, then /{M,, M3j1il = 3 [ 143. So we may assume s> 3. 
Consider an element U’ E {M,, M3 )’ - (L} and let z’lu’, z’ + z, 
z’+x; with xi=LnMi, i= 1,2. There is an element O’E%‘(X,, z’) for 
which x;’ = z. Then M!’ = M,, and so ({M,, MZ)‘l)fl’= (M,, M3}11. 
Hence I{M,,M,}“I = ({M,,M,}“I>2, since UE{M,,M~}“- 
iM,,M*). I 
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4.2. THEOREM 2. Let S= (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s, t), s > 1 and 
t > 1, which is (x, y)-transitive for all x, y E P with x + y. Then we have one 
qf the following: 
(i) Sr W(s); 
(ii) Sr Q(4, s); 
(iii) SrH(4, s); 
(iv) s = t, all points are antiregular, and / {L, M} ‘~-1 = 2 for ull 
L, ME B with L+M; 
(v) s < t, each line is regular, and 1 {x, y } ‘I / = 2 ,for all x, y E P with 
x+i’; 
(vi) .s<r, I{x, y, l”1 =2 for all x+ y, and I(L, M>‘ll =2 .for 011 
L+M; 
(vii) s > t, all points are regular, and I {L, M) ” I = 2 for all L, M E B 
with L+M. 
Proof: By 4.1 (i) each point of S is semiregular. Now by [ 12, 151 we 
have one of the following: s > t and each point is regular; s = t and Sz 
W(s), with W(s) the GQ arising from a symplectic polarity; ,s = t and each 
point is antiregular; s < t and 1 {x, y } ” I = 2 for all x, y E P with x + y; Sr 
H(4, s), with H(4, s) the GQ arising from a nonsingular hermitian variety in 
PG(4, s). 
By 4.1 (ii) each line of S has property (ii). Now by [ 12, 15 ] we have one 
of the following: each line is regular (and then s 6 t); I {L, M} Ii / = 2 for all 
L, ME B with L+M; if S is the dual of S, then SrH(4, t). 
Let s = t, let each point be antiregular, and let each line be regular. By 
the theorem of Benson [l] Sr W(s) and so SrQ(4, s), where Q(4, s) is 
the GQ arising from a nonsingular quadric Q in PG(4, s) [ 141. Since each 
point is antiregular, moreover s is odd (note that for s even we have 
Q(4, s) z W) C 141). 
Now suppose that SZ H(4, t). Then S has order (s, t) with s = tfi, and 
so s > t. Since no line of H(4, t) is regular [ 143, we are in contradiction 
with the first paragraph of the proof. Hence this case cannot occur. 
There immediately follows that one of the cases (i) to (vii) occurs. i 
5. CASE (iv) OF THEOREM 2 
5.1 
Let x be an antiregular point of the GQ S = (P, B, I) of order s, s # 1. 
Then s is odd. Consider the incidence structure L* = (xi -- (x}, B’, I’), 
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where B’=B,uB, with B,=~MEBII.xZM~ and B,=((x.J~)‘!~J~-\-I 
and where I’ is defined in the obvious way. 
In [7] it is shown that L* is a Laguerre plane of order s. It can be 
proved that, conversely, with each Laguerre plane L* of odd order s there 
corresponds a GQ of order s with at least one antiregular point 171. 
Further, L* is classical, i.e.. L* corresponds to a quadratic cone of 
PG(3, s), iff SgQ(4, s) [7]. 
5.2. THEOREM 3. Let S = (P, B, I) be a GQ of order s, s # 1, fbr which 
each point is antiregular. If S is (s, y)-transitive for all x, y E P with .x+ y, 
then Sr Q(4, s). 
Proof. Let XE P, and let L* = (xi - (x}, B, u B,, I’) be the 
corresponding Laguerre plane of order s (s odd). Let y+x, so {x, y }’ E 
B,, and let xIM, i.e., ME B,. Consider two points y,, y2~,xL - {x} with 
Y,IM~Y, and Yi$ {x, Y}“, i = 1,2. In X(x, y) there is an element 8 for 
which yy = y,. Clearly, 8 induces an automorphism 8* of the Laguerre 
plane L*, which fixes the circle {x, y}’ pointwise and yy* = y2. Now by a 
theorem of Maurer [3] the Laguerre plane L* is ovoidal, i.e., L* 
corresponds to the cone which projects an oval 0 of PG(2, s) from a point 
XE PG(3, s) - PG(2, s). Since s is odd, 0 is a conic by the celebrated 
theorem of Segre [9]. Hence L* is classical, and so Sr Q(4, s). 1 
5.3. COROLLARY 1. In case (iv) qf Theorem 2 we have SzQ(4, s). 
6. CASE (v) OF THEOREM 2 
6.1. THEOREM 4. Let S = (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s, t), 1 < s < t, for 
which each line is regular. If S is (x, y)-transitive,for all x, y E P with x+ y, 
then Sr Q(5, s). 
Proof Ifs = 2 and s < t, then t = 4 and Sr Q(5,2), where Q(5,2) is the 
GQ arising from the nonsingular quadric of projective index 1 [2] in 
PG(5,2) [ 143. 
Now assume that 2 <s < t. Let L,, L,, M,, M,, U,, U,, N, be distinct 
lines of S for which L,+MZ, L,-L?, M,-M2, L,-U,-M,, 
L z-U,-M,, U,-U,, L,-N,-M, and for which L,nL,, M,nM,, 
L,nU,, U,nM,, L,nU,, U,nM,, U,nUz, L,nN,, N,nM, aredis- 
tinct. We shall show that property (D) [ 131 is satisfied, i.e., we shall show 
that there exists a line N, with L, - N, - M, and N, -N,. 
Let L,ZxIL,, M, IyiM, and assume first that x-y. If U, ZzZU,, then let 
R be the line which is incident with z and concurrent with xy. Since each 
line is regular, it follows that R-N, . Let r = N, n R. If N, is the line which 
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is incident with r and concurrent with M,, then by the regularity of the 
lines there holds N, - L,. Hence L, - N, - M, and N, - N,. 
Now we assume that x+y. Clearly L,nU,#x#L,nN, and L,nU,, 
L, n N, 4 {x, y}‘. In X(x, y) there is an element 8 for which (L, n U1)” = 
L, n N,. Then Uy = N, and Uf is concurrent with Li = L,, Mf = Mz, 
Uy = N, . Hence there is a line N, for which L, - N, - M, and N, - Nz. 
So we have shown that property (D) is satisfied. Since 2 <s < t, since 
each line is regular, and since (D) is satisfied, we have SzQ(5, s) with 
Q(5, s) the GQ arising from the nonsingular quadric of projective index 1 
in PG(5, s) [13]. 1 
6.2. COROLLARY 2. In case (v) of Theorem 2 we have Sz Q(5, s). 
7. CASE (vi) OF THEOREM 2 
7.l.THEOREM 5. Let S= (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s, t), 1 <s< t, for 
which 1(x, L’}~‘I =2 f or all x+ y. If moreover S is (x, y)-transitive ,for all 
.Y, YE P with x+ y, then SzQ(5, s). 
Proof: Let x, y E P, x + y, and let zZL with z E {x, y } ’ and x f L f y. If 
8,) 8, E X(x, y), 0, # 0*, then we prove that Lnl # LeZ. 
Assume that L”’ = Lo2 , so LH1*;‘= L. Let 8,O; ’ = 8~ X(x, y). If UE 
ix, yy-j z}, then the point u’ which is incident with L and collinear with 
uislixedbyO.Since 1(x, ~}~~]=2, wehaveu’#{x, y}“.By3.2 thesub- 
structure SO of the fixed elements of f3 is a proper subquadrangle of order 
(s’, t), with s 3 s’t. So s 3 t, a contradiction. Hence for a given z the group 
X(x, y) acts semiregularly on the set consisting of the t - 1 lines L with 
:ZL and x f Lf y. Consequently 1X(x, y)l divides t - 1. Now we show that 
lsq~, y)l =s- 1. 
Let ZE {x, y}’ and WED- {x,z}. Assume that 8,, O,E%(X, y), 
0, # e2, with w@ = wo2. Then we = w with 8,0~ i = 8 E X(x, ,y). By 3.2 the 
substructure SB of the fixed elements of 0 is a proper subquadrangle of 
order (s’, t), with s 3 s’t. So s B t, a contradiction. Hence X(X, y) acts 
regularly on the set E- {x, z}. Consequently 1X(x, y)] = s- 1. It follows 
that s-lit-l. 
Next, let (xi, x2, x3) be a triad having at least three centers z,, z2, z3. By 
the preceding paragraphs the orbit of the line 2,x3 for the group X(x,, x2) 
has order s - 1, and so the orbit of x3 has order s - 1. If {x3, x4 ,..., x, + i } is 
the orbit of x3 for 2(x,, x,), then clearly x3,..., x,*+, are centers of the 
triad (z,, z2, z3) (remind that zi, z2, zj are fixed by the elements of 
X(x,, x2)). Hence (z,, z2, z3) has at least s + 1 centers xi ,..., x,.+ 1. Further, 
the orbit of z3 has order s - 1 for the group %‘(z, , z2). Let {z~,.... zs+, } be 
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that orbit of zj. Since x1 ,..., x,, , are fixed by the elements of .X’(z, , zz ). the 
points z,, i= 3 ,..., s + 1, are collinear with the points s,, .j = I ,..., .\ + 1. 
Hence each point z,, i = 1 ,..., .F + 1, is collinear with each point s,. ,j == 
I ,..., s + 1. By a theorem of Payne [6] any point of P- (x, ,..., .Y, in,. 
Zl ,..., zr + 1 J is collinear with precisely two points of {x, ,..., .Y’, .~, , 
Zl,..., z,+ 1 . 
= b 
; CTsequently {x,. .x1, ,xX) ’ = {z ,,..., z.,+ ,l and {z,, z?. zji ’ 
1 ‘..., Jy, + 1 . 
Let ZE (x, y}‘, let zZL with x f L -fy, and let z, z’, ,..., z,:. be the s + 1 
points incident with L. We show that the number of points of (x, 1’) ’ 
which are collinear with zi is a constant. 
The number of points of {x, ,r )- ‘~ collinear with z: is denoted by n,. Con- 
sider z: and zj, i # j, and suppose that n, # n,. First, assume that each point 
of{x,y}~-{z}iscollinearwithoneofzj,z~.Sincen,~~1,2,~s+I)-,k= 
l,..., s, we have t < 1 + s. But s -- 1 1 t - 1 and 1 <s < t, so t - 1 3 2(s - 1). 
Hence sbt-1>2(s--l), so s=2 and then t=4. In this case n;=3=n, 
[ 141, a contradiction. Consequently there is a point z;, i # k # ,j, which is 
collinear with some point z’, z’ # z, of {x, ~2)‘. Let 0 be the element of 
X(z, z’) for which z:” = z,‘. Since X” = x and y” = y, we have ( {x, r> ’ )” = 
{x, y } ‘. It follows immediately that n, = n,, a contradiction. Hence the 
number of points of {x, y 1’ which are collinear with z,! is a constant. 
Since t > s, there is a point z;, i E { 1 ,..., .F}, for which n, >/ 3. Hence n, = 
ss 1, i= I,...,. s. Now count pairs (z:, u), i= I,...,. Y, UE {x, ~11 ! ~ ‘\z), and 
z,! w U. We obtain f = .?. Hence each triad of points has s + 1 centers [ 141. 
Then by a previous argument each point of S is 3-regular, i.e., for any triad 
(x,, x2, x3) we have 1 {x,, .x2, xj) I’m - / s + 1. Now by a theorem of Thas 
there holds SgQ(5, s) [lo]. 1 
7.2. COROLLARY 3. Case (vi) of Theorem 2 cannot occur. 
ProoJ: Suppose that S = (P, B, I) is a GQ of order (s, t), 1 < s < r, with 
i{x, y}“l =2 for all x+y, j{L, A4}‘11 =2 for all L+M, and assume that 
S is (x, y)-transitive for all x+y. By Theorem 5 we have SrQ(5, s). But in 
Q(5, s) each line is regular [ 141, which is in contradiction with 
l{L, A4}iil =2 for all L+M. m 
8. CASE (vii) OF THEOREM 2 
8.1. THEOREM 6. Let S = (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s, t), s > t > 1, for 
which every point is regular and for which 1 {L, M) ” 1 = 2 for all L + AI. [f S 
is (x, y)-transitive for all x+ y, then s = t2. 
Proof: (a) Let s be even. Then each triad of lines has at least one center 
[14]. Let (L, M, N) and (L, M, N’) be two triads of lines with N+N’. 
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There exist lines U and U’ with U E {L, N, N’ } ’ and CT’ E {M, N, N’ ). I. 
Assume that x+ y with x = Ii A L and y = U’ A M. There is an element 8 in 
X(x, y) for which (Nn U)” = N’ n U. Clearly NO = N’. Hence (L, M, N) 
and (L, M, N)’ = (L, M, N’) have the same number of centers. 
Next, let (L, M, N) and (L, M, N’) be two triads of lines with N-N’, 
N # N’. The line which is incident with N n N’ and concurrent with L is 
denoted by U. First, assume that U+M. If t = 2, then s = 4 and there is 
nothing to prove. If t = 3, then s = 5 or 9 [ 141, a contradiction since s is 
even. So we may assume that t 2 4. The point which is incident with M and 
collinear with L n U is denoted by m. Let mIR- N and mIR’ - N’. Further, 
let N” be a line which is concurrent with U, but which is not concurrent 
with L, M, N, N’, R, or R’ (N” exists since t >, 4). By the preceding 
paragraph the triads (L, M, N) and (L, M, N”) (resp. the triads (L, M, N’) 
and (L, M, N”)), have the same number of centers. Hence 1 {L, M, N) -/ = 
/ (L, M, N’ } ’ 1. Next we assume that U-M. Again we may assume that 
t > 4. Since / {L, M} l1 I= 2, the line M is incident with at least one point m 
(resp. m’) such that the lines R and T (resp. R’ and T) defined by mZR- L 
and mIT- N (resp. m’IR’- L and m’IT’-N’) are distinct. 
Let N” be a line which is incident with N nN’ but not concurrent with 
L, M, R or R’. Further, let W (resp. W’) be a line which is incident with m 
(resp. m’), but which is not concurrent with L, U, N, or N” (resp. L, U, N’, 
or N”). By the preceding case we have /{L,M, N}‘I =: I{L, W,N)‘l 
= IjL, W,WfLI = ({L,M,N”}q Analogously I{L, M, W}ll = 
j{L, M, N”)ll, and so l{L, M, N}-LI = I{L, M, .I}‘]. 
Again, let (L, M, N) and (L, M, N’) be two triads of lines with N+ N’. 
Since I{N, N’}l’( =2 there is a line N” for which N-N-N’ and N”+L. 
If N”+M, then by the foregoing paragraph I {L, M, N} ‘1 = 
/ (L, M, N”} ’ 1 = I {L, M, N’ > i I. Now assume that N” - M. Consider a line 
M’ which is concurrent with M, but which is not concurrent with N”, L, N 
or N’ (we may assume that t > 4). Then 1 {L, M, N} ’ / = I (L, M’, N) -L / = 
l{L, M’,N”}‘I = I(L, M’, N’}‘\ = IfL, M, ,,}‘I. 
Hence for fixed L, M, with L+ M, the number of centers of the triad 
(L, M, N) is a constant. It follows that s= t*[14]. 
(b) Let s be odd. Then each triad of lines has an even number of centers 
[ 141. Let L, M,, MZ, M,, M4 be distinct lines such that L-M, and 
M,+M,, i # j and i, j= 1, 2, 3,4. Then there is a line L’ with L’ E 
{M,,M,,M,}iandL#L’.Letx=LnM,andy=L’nM,.Thenx+~. 
In X(x, y) there is an element 8 for which (L n M,)” = L n M2. Then 
clearly My=Mz. Hence (M,, M,, MA and (M,, M,, M,)” = 
( M2, M,, MA) have the same number of centers. 
Next, let L, M,, M2, M,, M, be distinct lines such that L-M,, i= 
1,2,3,4,M,~M~,M~j.M~,M~7~1M~withi=1,2andj=3,4.LetM,be 
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such that M, - L and M5 +M,, i= 1,2, 3,4. By the preceding paragraph 
we have l(~,,~,,~~)11=I~~s,~3~~4)‘-!=li~2~~~~~~$-I. 
Hence l{M,, M3, M,)‘I = l(M2, M,, M,f’I. 
If (N, , N,, N3) is a triad of lines with given center L, then we shall show 
that 1 {N,, N,, N3} ’ / is independent of the choice of N, , Nz, Iv,. So let 
(N,, N,, N,) and (N’, , N;, NI,) be distinct triads with center L. We may 
assume that N’,+Nz, N;+N,, N;+N3. Then we have I(N,, N,, N3/-I = 
l(N;, N,, N,)‘l= I(N’,, N;, N3)‘( = IIN’,, N12, N;}‘l. Now by [8] the 
number of centers of the triad (N, , N2, N3), N, - L with i = 1,2, 3, is equal 
to 1 + s/t. 
Let x+ y, ZE {x, y}“, and choose lines X, Y, Z is such a way that x1X, 
yZY, zZZ, X+Y+Z+X, 1(X, Y,Z)‘(=l +s/t. Let G=~(.K, y) and 
assume that ICI >s- 1. Then there is an element OE~(X, y), 8 # 1, which 
fixes some point u with uZX, u # x, u $ {x, yi ‘. The substructure of the 
fixed elements of such a 6 is a GQ SO of order (s’, t), s’ > 2 and s 3 s’t. In 
SB all points are regular, hence s’ 3 t [ 141. Consequently s > s’t > t2, and so 
s= t”. So we may assume that JGI =s- 1. We have s-- 1 = IG;/ IzGl. If 
BEG: and NE {X, Y,Z}‘, then Z” = Z and NN E {X, Y, Zj I. It follows 
that IG;( < I {X, Y, Z}‘/ = 1 + s/t, and so JzGj 3 (s- 1) t/(s+ t). If the set 
(x, y}” - {x, y} contains at least two orbits of the group G, then t -- 1 3 
2(s - 1) I/(S + t), i.e., t* -s b st -’ t. Hence t2 -s 2 st - t > t2 -s, a contradic- 
tion. It follows that /zGI = t - 1, and so IG,l = (s - I)/( t - 1). Since t / s and 
s>t, we haves=at witha>l. Wealso have t-l/a-l, so t-l/a-l, 
hence a> t. It follows that .sa t’, and so s= t2. 1 
9. MAIN RESULTS 
From Theorem 2-6 there immediately follow the next results. 
9.1. THEOREM 7. Let S = (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s, t), s > 1 and 
t > 1, which is (x, y)-transitive ,for all x, y E P with x 7~ y. Then we have one 
of the following: 
(i) Sz W(s); 
(ii) SrQ(4, s); 
(iii) SEH(4, s); 
(iv) SzQ(5, s); 
(v) s = t2 and all points are regular. 
9.2. THEOREM 8. Let S = (P, B, I) be a GQ of order (s, t), with s > 1, 
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t > 1, and s # t2, which is (x, y)-transitive for all x, y E P with x+ y. Then we 
have one of the following: 
(i) SE W(s); 
(ii) SgQ(4, s); 
(iii) SzH(4, s); 
(iv) SE Q(5, s). 
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